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We meet this morning only days, indeed in a sense only hours since the death of Sir David 

Amess. No doubt some of you knew him well, worked with him, and perhaps were personal 

friends. The loss to family, friends, colleagues and the community is very raw. 

 

We might need to reflect on what our faith has to say to us. We begin, of course, with the 

truth that death is an inevitable part of our human existence. That reality does not make it any 

easier when we lose someone, still less when it comes as a brutal attack. It is a shock and 

something we do not expect.  

 

Equally true is our faith that death is not the end of our lives and is indeed is the gateway to 

eternal life. Yet both our life in this world and in eternity are God’s gift to us which deserve 
to be lived as Jesus himself put it, to the full. 

 

And as our readings this morning remind us that fullness of life is not just for our own 

enjoyment but that we might spend it in the way we live our lives. 

 

From the tributes already offered about Sir David, it seems that was how he lived his life: a 

life of service and goodwill, generosity and kindness, very much focused on the needs of 

others and the good of the community. This it seems he did with as a real expression of his 

faith and the service and leadership that Jesus himself embodied and was trying to teach to 

his disciples this morning.   

 

James and John behaved in a way that was considered reasonable and frankly advisable. Go 

to the leader and patron and get some favours…..presumably at the cost of the rest of the 
disciples. It is the way their culture looked on things. 

 

Jesus took this as another chance to reveal the difference his kingdom would make. 

Something he has been doing now in several chapters of St. Mark.  

 

It should not be so among you. I am among you as one who serves. I am among you as one 

who will be sacrificed for love and service. 

 

Time and gain the disciples did not understand, they, in the person of Peter, said no and were 

still looking for position and power. 

 

Now of course our own world is not so different after all to the world of Jesus. We are told 

that if you want to get things done, then power and authority are the ways and means. If you 

want to win friends and influence people then you have to be and appear, confident, 

knowledgeable, powerful and, above all a winner, whatever the cost, whoever might get hurt 

on the way! You have to fight fire with fire. We have all heard the arguments; we have 

possibly been tempted by them ourselves. 

 

So can the values of this world be reversed; can we live as Jesus did and give as Jesus gave? 

The answer is yes, we can do it because he did it. This way of living is expressed in so many 

and different ways. But we certainly have one example in Sir David Amess. 

 



Jesus exercised authority with love and service and with sacrifice — the sacrifice of one's life 

for the sake of another. He lived out his own words right to the end and his resurrection gives 

us confidence that this really is the way to conquer the world: love and service.  

 

We heard this morning of the Cup of the Lord. For some disciples the cup of the Lord will 

involve physical suffering and the painful struggle of martyrdom.  It is happening today, right 

now in this world.  We may at least partly regard Sir David’s death in such terms. 
 

But for many, it entails the long routine of the Christian life, with all its daily sacrifices, 

disappointments, set-backs, struggles, and temptations.   

 

Above all else, the sacrifice preached and lived out by Jesus is a loving service of liberation 

for others in all their trials and tribulations. 

 

We share in God's reign; we extend his kingdom by laying down our lives in humble caring 

service of one another as Jesus did for our sake. There we find our joy, our meaning, our 

purpose and our ending too. Because in our sacrificial, loving service, we are one with the 

Lord and the drinking of his cup. 

 

And that oneness, that unity is the true fulfilment of our very being. A fulfilment we pray that 

Sir David Amess will share ever more and more. 

 


